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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I ADMITTEDLY HAVE THE EASY WORKI do not know where you are today; I am not sure what kind of mess you are working with; what your morning has been like, or how you are struggling with your work. For the next 40 mins, let’s be here, and be all in — together, and to think about what it would be like if our life was a little different, a little better after your time here at the conference. I would challenge you to use these principles to thing about how your work could be different, but more importantly how your life might be changed. We are going to provide the broad picture for you this morning; give some principles and ideas that really get at the why of the EVP. We need to leave here today with a deep understanding of human behavior, the power of human emotionality, and those principles that drive human behavior. Why think about the employee value prop? That is just an interesting question — why not just utilize the transaction model? Living on the margins and pushing the ideas. Pink Elephant.It was a combination of fate and last-minute decisions that led each of the 33 miners to enter the San José mine on 5 August, 2010" For 69 days they never saw daylightIn the beginning, the families were told the rescue would be difficult, if not impossible. Early attempts were thwarted by cave-ins. Morale was low. "After two days conditions became so deplorable that the men abandoned their shelter and slept on the rocky floor of the mine.” These men were desperate. Desperate for air. Desperate for food. Desperate to see their families. Let’s turn the corner on this analogy: In the last few research projects that I have been involved in, people tell me they are desperate for meaning. Desperate to matter. For their voices to be heard. Desperate to make a contribution. What I love about these two stories - one a true story about some miners and one about the people we work with everyday in our research is that desperation is such a gift (this is the positive spin we are looking for). What feels lonely is actually a gift. When we are desperate, we find hope. Desperation puts things into perspective for us — it identifies what is important. And requires us to focus. At work it helps us identify priorities.Engagement as an organizationEngagement as a leaderEngagement as en employeeEngagement as researcherHaving some skin in the game Having a sense of ROI and what that means for the company You are in a power to make a difference.  If we do not do this, and do this well, we are going to lose in the long run.  We must compete for good employees, The luster of engagement has lost its shine - engagement has become an almost meaningless term in some respects. And I want to dig into why that might today - I want to go beneath the surface of engagement. I want to talk with you today about the problem with engagement. So many people over the past decade have taken the idea of engagement hostage - they have influenced its development and direction, almost to the point where engagement is just another word - its a buzz word - it has little meaning, and to many when we say engagement, they have no idea what we actually mean.If we want to experience the idea of engagement, we need to talk about what is below the surface. 



WHAT DO WE 
NEED TO DO TO 

PREPARE FOR 
TOMORROW?



3

1. MASTERCLASS METHODOLOGY

2. PRINCIPLES OF ENGAGEMENT

3. A FINAL WORD

THE NEW  NO RMAL
THE ISSUE O F CAPACITY

THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT
VALUE AND MEANING
ACCO UNTABILITY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Warn you, we have a little audience engagement coming up. 



# PinkElephant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pink elephant story. 



WHEN WE SAY EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT, WHAT ARE WE 
ACTUALLY TALKING ABOUT? 
WHAT DOES IT REALLY 
MEAN TO BE ENGAGED?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



ENGAGEMENT IS THE 
MAINTENANCE,  
INTENSITY, AND 
DIRECTION OF EFFORT 
AND ENERGY WE GIVE TO 
SOMETHING  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



IN THE FUTURE OF 
WORK, ENGAGEMENT

AND STRESS SEEM TO 
BE LIVING IN THE 

SAME SPACES
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Presentation Notes
two kinds of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation







THE VERY REAL 
ISSUE OF CAPACITY
CAPACITY IS AN EXTREME ISSUE.   
IT IS THE SOURCE OF DISTRACTION 
AND DISENGAGEMENT. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



A SCIENTIST WITH A 
CHAINSAW
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On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



PRACTICE 
BASED
STRATEGY

MANY LEADERS
START WITH A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And I get it. Are inboxes are filled with top ten lists, or talking heads who tell us about quick fixes — we think, if we just had free food, or a gym, or we had a relaxed dress code, we could have a different value prop, people would be more engaged, but that is simply not true. Practice based strategies look like top ten list, the five easy things you can do to drive employee engagement, they look like bad powerpoint slides and they feel inauthentic. It reads like an Employee Value Proposition Book for Dummies.Look, I wish this was easy — I wish that I could you all the magic answers, and trust me, countless number if people have tried, and they all fail. Because this is the hard work of success. And you cannot cheat the grind. It catches up with you - it always has, and it always well. 



OF THE PRACTICE 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we look at EVPs — real EVPs are not about game rooms and parties; those things are nice, and certainly a part of the process, but when we put practices before principles — we can objectify the idea of the value proposition. IS Employee engagement Hr’s new best friend. Engagement is not for dummiesEngagement is not about headlinesEngagement is not about fixing peopleMove quickly to the next slide - Move quickly to next slide - 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The problem is that this book is a top ten list and check boxes for developing employee engagement. Employee engagement is not for dummies and to suggest that it is is a little insulting. Engagement is hard - it is difficult and it is certainly not for dummies. 



ARE YOU A 
PRISONER?
IS THERE SOMETHING 
WRONG WITH YOU? 
ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES 
PRISONERS? 
THAT MAKES YOU A GUARD!!



LEADING EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT CONSULTING GROUP 

ACTIVELY DISENGAGED 
EMPLOYEES ARE ALSO 
KNOWN AS VAMPIRES, 
BECAUSE THEY SUCK 
THE LIFE-BLOOD OUT OF 
THEIR MANAGERS AND 
THE ORGANIZATION.



WHEN WE OBJECTIFY 
SOMETHING, WE NO 

LONGER RECOGNIZE THE 
HUMAN ELEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tell the story about David Guest and When we objectify employee engagement is about unhealthy, exploitive, a normative over-extentison of work - the critics are right under this lens. But this is not what we are helping people to do - 



SO HOW CAN LEADERS 
NAVIGATE THESE NEW 
WATERS? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This talk is about recognition and the employee experience (engagement is embedded, but is not the total focus). Target is about a recognition master class and creating a really positive employee experience that drives performance. Recognition and RewardGrowth mindset vs. Fixed MindsetLeadership Principles That Drive EngagementMake Every Moment Matter People Feel Like They MatterI ADMITTEDLY HAVE THE EASY WORKWe are going to provide the broad picture for you this morning; give some principles and ideas that really get at the why of the EVP. We need to leave here today with a deep understanding of human behavior, the power of human emotionality, and those principles that drive human behavior. Why think about the employee value prop? That is just an interesting question — why not just utilize the transaction model? Living on the margins and pushing the ideas. Pink Elephant.It was a combination of fate and last-minute decisions that led each of the 33 miners to enter the San José mine on 5 August, 2010" For 69 days they never saw daylightIn the beginning, the families were told the rescue would be difficult, if not impossible. Early attempts were thwarted by cave-ins. Morale was low. "After two days conditions became so deplorable that the men abandoned their shelter and slept on the rocky floor of the mine.” These men were desperate. Desperate for air. Desperate for food. Desperate to see their families. Let’s turn the corner on this analogy: In the last few research projects that I have been involved in, people tell me they are desperate for meaning. Desperate to matter. For their voices to be heard. Desperate to make a contribution. What I love about these two stories - one a true story about some miners and one about the people we work with everyday in our research is that desperation is such a gift (this is the positive spin we are looking for). What feels lonely is actually a gift. When we are desperate, we find hope. Desperation puts things into perspective for us — it identifies what is important. And requires us to focus. At work it helps us identify priorities.Engagement as an organizationEngagement as a leaderEngagement as en employeeEngagement as researcherHaving some skin in the game Having a sense of ROI and what that means for the company You are in a power to make a difference.  If we do not do this, and do this well, we are going to lose in the long run.  We must compete for good employees, The luster of engagement has lost its shine - engagement has become an almost meaningless term in some respects. And I want to dig into why that might today - I want to go beneath the surface of engagement. I want to talk with you today about the problem with engagement. So many people over the past decade have taken the idea of engagement hostage - they have influenced its development and direction, almost to the point where engagement is just another word - its a buzz word - it has little meaning, and to many when we say engagement, they have no idea what we actually mean.If we want to experience the idea of engagement, we need to talk about what is below the surface. 



CUMULATIVE PRINCIPLE
THE VALUE PRINCIPLE
ACCOUNTABILITY PRINCIPLE



LEADER INSIGHT #1
ENGAGEMENT IS        
RARELY SUDDEN





CUMULATIVE EFFECT

easy to do | easy not to do
can work for us or against us — cumulative

A GRADUAL BUILDING UP

feels sudden | a gradual build

PRINCIPLE IN ACTION:

Shuck, B. (2018). Being invited in and the principle of the cumulative effect. New Horizons in Adult 
Education and Human Resource Development, 30(1), 1-2. doi: 10.1002/nha3.20204

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



GO  TO  GYM 3X A W EEK
‘BE HEALTHIER’

EAT LESS SW EETS
SMALLER PO RTIO NS
what if I did this for one week … 

CUMULATIVE EXAMPLE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



CUMULATIVEEFFECT
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Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



CUMULATIVEEFFECT
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Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



GO  TO  GYM 3X A W EEK
‘BE HEALTHIER’

EAT LESS SW EETS
SMALLER PO RTIO NS
what if I did this for one week … 

CUMULATIVE EXAMPLE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 
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Presentation Notes
No; this is crazy, but we cab expect this — the point here is that cumulatively, we can expect that 



THE BIG 
TRANSFORMATION
1. HOW WE TREAT AND INCLUDE 

EACH OTHER MATTERS.
2. GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION 

TO NOT BE PERFECT. TAKE THE 
NEXT BEST STEP. IT’S OKAY. 

3. IDENTIFY WAYS TO BUILD 
CAPACITY FOR EACH OTHER. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we only look above the surface, engagement is for dummies, those people are prisoners - employees are objects and numbers. but when we focus on the experience of work, on how people give their best ideas, and when they perform at their best - below the surface they are human beings; people who have hopes, families, and worries. 



LEADER INSIGHT #2
MEANING, SAFETY, & 
RESOURCES ARE CRITICAL 
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Presentation Notes
two kinds of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation



NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
ENGAGED AFTER SIX 
MONTHS:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
two kinds of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation



THE ENGAGE PRINCIPLE

1. there is some sort of meaning
2. the choice is safe (and/or worth the risk)
3. have resources to complete and compete

CONDITIONS IN ACTION

Shuck, B., & W ollard, K.(2010). Employee engagement and HRD: A 
seminal review of the foundations. Human Resource Development 
Review, 9, 89-110. doi: 10.1177/1534484309353560 

Shuck. B., Zigarmi, D., O wen, J. (2015). Psychological needs, 
employee engagement, and work intentions: A Bayesian multi-
measurement mediation approach and implications for HRD. 
European Journal of Training and Development, 39, 2-21. doi: 
10.1108/EJTD-08-2014-0061 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



IDENTIFY PLACES W HERE W E CAN HELP 
OTHERS KNOW  THEIR VOICE MATTERS. 
IDENTIFY W AYS TO HELP PEOPLE SEE/ KNOW  
THEIR WORK MATTERS. THEY ARE VALUED. 

STRATEGIES FOR DRIVING ENGAGEMENT 
AT WORK IS ABOUT PEOPLE BELIEVING 
THEY ARE VALUED AND CARED FOR 

FIND W AYS TO HELP PEOPLE KNOW  
THEY BELONG. THINK SW AG.  ARTIFACTS. 
MILESTONES.  INTANGIBLE.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
two kinds of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation



LEADER INSIGHT #3
COMPASSION SETS THE 
TONE OF YOUR CULTURE



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
two kinds of motivation: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation





Long hours, job insecurity, and a lack of work-life 
balance contribute to 120,000 deaths per year.

DYSFUNCTIONAL WORKPLACES 
MAY BE SLOWLY KILLING PEOPLE

5%–8%
OF ANNUAL HEALTHCARE 
COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE 
TO ADVERSE WORK 
EXPERIENCES

Rose, K., Shuck, B., # Twyford, D., & Bergman, M. 
(2015). Skunked: An integrative review exploring 

the consequences of dysfunctional leaders and 
implications for the employees who work for 

them. Human Resource Development Review, 14, 
64-90. doi: 10.1177/1534484314552437



STINKYCULTURES
ROUGHLY 40% OF EMPLOYEES 
WORK IN PLACE THAT COULD BE 
DESCRIBED AS DYSFUNCTIONAL 
(THAT STINKS!)

Shuck, B., Rose, K., & Bergman, M. (2015). Inside the spiral of dysfunction: The 
personal consequences of working for a dysfunctional leader. New Horizons in 
Adult Education and Human Resource Development. 27(4), 51-58. doi: 
10.1002/nha3.20122 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These leaders professional skunk the people they work with - 
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THE STINKY 
T AX O N O MY

Rose, K., Shuck, B., # Twyford, D., & 
Bergman, M. (2015). Skunked: An 
integrative review exploring the 
consequences of dysfunctional leaders 
and implications for the employees 
who work for them. Human 
Resource Development Review, 14, 
64-90. doi: 
10.1177/1534484314552437
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6.8 BILLION DOLLARS A 
YEAR ARE SPENT ON 

WELLNESS PROGRAMS 
BUT I KNOW A LOT OF 

PEOPLE WHO ARE STILL 
GETTING SICK 

DYSFUNCTIONAL
WELLNESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connection between dysfunctional EVP and dysfunctional leader — so often, the one person who has the opportunity to connect the EVP dots for us is our immediate manager, and for so many of us, we have toiled under a leader who we characterize as a dysfunctional. How we experience our leaders matter, and drives our experience of work 



WORK CONDITIONS ARE IMPORTANT 
REGULATORS OF BIOMARKERS THAT 
INFLUENCE:
HEART DISEASE
MENTAL HEALTH
DIABETES
OBESITY Shuck, B., Hart, J. L., W alker, K. L., Rai, J., Srivastava, S., Srivastava, S., 

Rai, S., Bhatnagar, A., & Keith, R. L. (2022). W orkplace culture and 
biomarkers of health risk. International Journal of Environmental 
Research and Public Health, 19(19), 1-18. 11920. doi: 
10.3390/ijerph191911920 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connection between dysfunctional EVP and dysfunctional leader — so often, the one person who has the opportunity to connect the EVP dots for us is our immediate manager, and for so many of us, we have toiled under a leader who we characterize as a dysfunctional. How we experience our leaders matter, and drives our experience of work 



DRINKING

SLEEPING PATTERNS
EATING HEALTHY 

EMPLOYEES IN MORE POSITIVE 
CULTURES REPORTED  HIGHER LEVELS 

OF HEALTHY BEHAVIORS

WELLBEING 

Shuck, B., Alagaraja, M., Rose, K., O wen, J., # O sam, 
K., & Bergman, M. (2017). The health-related 

upside of employee engagement: Exploratory 
evidence and implications for theory and practice. 

Performance Improvement Q uarterly, 30, 165-
178. doi: 10.1002/piq.21246 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For every 1-SD increase in compassionate leadership, employee engagement was predicted to increase 0.42 SDs



Shuck, B., Alagaraja, M., Immekus, J., Honeycutt, M., & Cumberland, D. (2019). Does compassion matter for leadership: 
a two-stage sequential equal status mixed method exploratory study of compassionate leader behavior and connections 
to performance in human resource development. Human Resource Development Q uarterly. doi: 10.1002/hrdq.21369.

WHERE DO YOU OPERATE?
ABOVE OR BELOW THE LINE | CUMULATIVE 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second study included employees at a financial institution in the mid-western United States (N = 1067; 62% response rate). An internet-based self-report survey battery was used as the data collection tool for Study Two. Several scales were deployed including employee engagement (Shuck, Adelson, & Reio, In press), discretionary effort (Lloyd, 2008), intent-to-turnover (Colarelli, 1984), and psychological wellbeing (Blais et al., 1999) in addition to the measure of compassionate leadership. 



78%
of participants were 
more engaged

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



80%
of participants were 
happier at work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



63%
of participants had 
better health outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



JUST A REVISIT
EASY TO DO. EASY 
NOT TO DO. 

WE ENGAGE WHEN WE 
BELONG. WE ENGAGE 
WHEN WE ARE INVITED. 

WORKS FOR US. OR 
WORKS AGAINST US. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On your birthday, your FB blows up, feels sudden, and then its gone. Health; tenure at work; friendships, marriage, etc. It is all cumulative. EVP is the long game —THINK ABOUT YOURS KIDS, OR BIRTHDAYS, OR RELATIONSHIPS, OR YOUR TENURE AT WORK. IT IS ALL CUMULATIVE. WHO WANTS TO BE RICH!? $3 * 365 = $1,095 Order water out instead of a soft drink Eating a salad instead of a cheeseburgerGetting out of bed a few minutes early each day to have some quiet time    



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Being busy steals our empathy. It objectives the human beings in front of us, who need us. When we are overwhelmed, our capacity for love and joy is diminished. Business is the enemy of engagement - engagement is not about how much stuff you get done in a day; its how much your heart and soul are in your work and when we are busy, we have little left to give. This is when mistakes happen. It is not about being busy; it is about being engaged. We are not trying to identify practices; we are trying to start a movement They chase the surface without ever really knowing what they are chasing. There is no doubt that the idea of employee engagement has gained a vigorous following. Everyone wants engagement, few know what it means, and even fewer are able to define what they are talking about. People are asking for more - I make the joke sometimes that I have never been a board room and someone say to me that we need less engagement. We are too productive, too satisfied, we make too much money. Everyone needs more. And wants more. They want more of the surface - just give me more of that - whatever it is - more. A lot of what people are chasing is a word - and that is a surface issue. Let’s take a look at a few example of what we are talking about. This cheapens the idea of engagement and, it waters down the power of what engagement can do. Engagement because a number and people only focus on the surface.  



QUESTIONS YOU CAN USE: 
1. WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT OUR CULTURE, WHAT WORDS, 

OR STORIES COME TO MIND FOR YOU?
2. HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT YOUR WORK IS MEANINGFUL 

IN THE DEPARTMENT AND IN THE OVERALL ORG? 
3. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE ENGAGED HERE, OR 

COMMITTED TO THE MISSION? 
4. HOW DO WE HELP PEOPLE LIVE HEALTHY LIVES THROUGH 

THEIR WORK? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Being busy steals our empathy. It objectives the human beings in front of us, who need us. When we are overwhelmed, our capacity for love and joy is diminished. Business is the enemy of engagement - engagement is not about how much stuff you get done in a day; its how much your heart and soul are in your work and when we are busy, we have little left to give. This is when mistakes happen. It is not about being busy; it is about being engaged. We are not trying to identify practices; we are trying to start a movement They chase the surface without ever really knowing what they are chasing. There is no doubt that the idea of employee engagement has gained a vigorous following. Everyone wants engagement, few know what it means, and even fewer are able to define what they are talking about. People are asking for more - I make the joke sometimes that I have never been a board room and someone say to me that we need less engagement. We are too productive, too satisfied, we make too much money. Everyone needs more. And wants more. They want more of the surface - just give me more of that - whatever it is - more. A lot of what people are chasing is a word - and that is a surface issue. Let’s take a look at a few example of what we are talking about. This cheapens the idea of engagement and, it waters down the power of what engagement can do. Engagement because a number and people only focus on the surface.  
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